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SUBJECT! Beview of Ultrasonic Theory and Application with Regard 

to Feasibilitj of Operation in Organic Reactors 
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STATEfCW OF PROBLEM 

Determine feasibility of utilizing ultrasonic wa¥e energy to assist 
in removal of fouling film from organic reactor fuel element heat trans
fer surfaces. 

Determiae whether ia-core installatioa of ultrasonic transducer 
would prevent film formatioBo 

IIo SUMMAHf OF RESULTS AID HECOMlffiNDATIONS 

It appears feasible to remove fouling films from organic reactor 
fuel element heat transfer surfaces using ultrasonic energy. It also 
appears feasible to prevent film formation bj the same meanso 

The power requirement would be quite high. This is particularly 
true in the case of in-core film removal where it is conceiTable that 
the required power might approach the output capacity of the reactor. 
This removal procedure could be performed perxodicaily. 

(1) 

Power requirements for film prevention should be considerably lower 
but would be utilized continuously, A resonant vibration would be set 
up in the fuel elements, thereby eliminating the low boundary layer flow 
of coolant at the heat transfer surfaces. This in turn should preclude 
film formation and enhance heat transfer. 
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Maximum oper'atxug temperature for Barium Titanate, one of the 
best piezoejectric materials, is 1)0*C. lowever, aiaxtives to thxs 
cami-ound haye^t^ie potential to doujle or even trxjle ti.is temperature 
limitatioHo ' Beyond tiiis poiHt the efficiency drops off rapidly. •yond tiiis pc 
Frequency ranre is 100 KC to iO,JOO KC. 

Maxamua operating temperature for Pertoendap-, , one of the best 
Biagnetobtrictive materials, is l^-ted as ^JO^G, This MAB 
gO¥eraed by tlie wire msulati sn aaed ani could be increased by use 
of superior insulation sxnce PerfEen iir^r s a Curie point* of 9&0°C 
and should, therefore, operate witn reatoriable efficiency uy to at 
least 7J0*C. Frequency range iS 10 KC to 13U KC. 

T?ecom!nendations for fature work to determine unknown factors 
include the tollovixng subjects 

a. Determine if ultrasonics can, in fact, remove films in hot 
organic fluid, 

b. Determiae attenuation of ultrasjnic energy in irradiated 
organic, 

c. Determine if ultrasonics ivill preclude or inaioit film for-
matioa, 

d. Determiae effect of ultrasonics on APK (Aluminum Powder 
Metal), 

e. Explore ultras inically induced depolymerization of high 
polymers xn org mic fluids. 

In the discussion wr.lch follvows, some broad design considerations 
are outlined. In addition, some experimental data are summarized. 

I. DISCUSSION 

It has beea established that fouling film removil from stain
less steel by nitric acid can be accelerated by ultrasDnxc afit^-tian 
m the solution It has also been stated that ultrasoni C|̂ agi-
tation in 100*F isopropyl diphenyl did not remove the fiis It 
xs the writer's opinion that triese results were not indicative of 
success or failure since the teats vnere cinducted at one freqiency 
only, naaelj 20 KCo fnis is the bottjia of tae ultrasonic spectramo 
In oraer to establish the ability (or lack of ability) of ultra
sonics to perform the task #e have in mud, se xMst experitaent with 
a selected number of frequencies covering tne major part of the 

* The magnetostricti'/e effect decreatses as the t eiaperature rises 
and vanishes at the Curie points 
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spectrum up to perhaps 400 KC. Beyond this point equipment is more 
difficult to obt lin and attenuation becomes quite severe. 

Frequencies extending down into the -sonic region should not be 
overlooked either. For example, it h-is been demonstrated that 8 KC 
is the critical frequency for tne rapiJ rprajvil of a film of varaish 
from a sheet of glass suspended in a water medium. ̂ '̂̂  Power amplituie 
was not disclosed. It was high erijugh, however, to produce cavitation 
at the varnish surface which caused its removal from the glass. 

The most likely method of inducing ultrasonic agitation into 
the core is the attaching of tranadacers to the fuel elements. A 
resonant vibration would thus be set up over the entire lenpth of 
the element. It is felt that a relatively low freqiency, perhaps 
even into the sonic range, woul } ouffictently disturb the boundary 
layer flow to prevent the formativ^n of a film. On the other band, 
it is felt that the frequency ani po..er amplitude required for re
moval of films already formed would be so intenne as to result in 
cavitation erosion of the fuel element surfaceso 

An alternate method of inducing ultrasonic agitation into the 
core would be acoustical streaming through tne organic from transducers 
located perhaps in the wall of the inner thermal shield. This is not 
regarded as a satisfactory method.due to attenuation, refractim and 
scattering by particulate matter, and absorbtion and reflection 
by the outer most fuel elements. 

After a test program has established the critical frequency and 
power amplitude necessary for filsi prevention or removal, samples of 
APM should be tested to determine the effect of these conditions on 
this material0 Items formed by the sintering of metal powders do 
not generally possess high resistance to vibration fatigue. 

The action of ultrasonic waves on solutions of high polymers 
produces two different effects. One is the temporary loss of vis
cosity due to the temporary breaking of the network of bonds between 
adjacent polymer molecules. This does not take place to any appreci
able extent in the aoseace of cavitatioaAv Yiscosity returns shortly 
after the ultrasonic energy is removed. 

The second way in which ultrasonic waves m%j -effect high polymers 
is to cause depolymerization. That is, the actual oreakmg of chem
ical bonds in the chain, to give molecules of a iiaailer size than the 
onginalo This is due to cavitatioa within the flexiale framework 
formed by the long and irregularly entan^'lpd chiialilce ii.lecules. 
The viscosity decrease thus obtaiced is irreversible Witri at tne 
application of externi,! forces. 
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Just how far this aeoolyrrierization action would proa,ress and 
how much «e coulJ benefit from it is not Kau*n, However, the in
dicated potential saouli warrant f J: taer exploration to deteriBine 
the aatdre ani extent of ttis phenoicenj. 
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